
52.219-14 LIMITATIONS ON SUBCONTRACTING COMPLIANCE REPORT
                        BASE YEARS

Contractor Name, Address
Contract Number

Task/Delivery Dollar Value less 
Order/CLIN Dollar Value for Prime Contracted Directed Sub- OCDs and Directed Sub- Percent of Prime 

Contract Period Numbers Period $ Sub- Contracted $ contracting $ Directed Subeffort contracting $ Effort
1-6Months       #VALUE! #VALUE!

       #VALUE! #VALUE!
      #VALUE! #VALUE!

Totals for the period $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 #VALUE! #VALUE!
Months 7-12

Definitions:
Dollar Value for Period - Value of the task order for the prior 6 month period
Prime Contracted - Dollars expended with employees of the Contractor, when expressed as a percentage of the task order
dollar amount less other direct costs and directed subcontracting dollars.  
Subcontracted - Performed with employees of another firm (with the exceptions as stated in CFR 
Directed Subcontracting - Where the Government directs the Prime Contractor to team with a specific subcontractor. 
When this occures these dollars are not factored  in to the percentage of work requirements  in accordance with
FAR 52.219-14.  these instances are considered other direct costs.



52.219-14 LIMITATIONS ON SUBCONTRACTING COMPLIANCE REPORT
                       OPTION YEARS

Contractor Name, Address
Contract Number

Dollar Value less 
Task/Delivery OCDs and 
Order/CLIN Dollar Value for Prime Directed Sub- Other Direct Directed Percent of 

Contract Period Numbers Period Contracted $ Sub- Contracted $ contracting $ Costs $ Subeffort Prime Effort
Months 1-6       #VALUE! #VALUE!

       #VALUE! #VALUE!
      #VALUE! #VALUE!

Totals for the period $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 #VALUE! #VALUE!
Months 7-12

Definitions:
Dollar Value for Period - Value of the task order for the prior 6 month period
Prime Contracted - Dollars expended with employees of the Contractor, when expressed as a percentage of the task order dollar amount less 
other direct costs and directed subcontracting dollars.  
Subcontracted - Performed with employees of another firm (with the exceptions as stated in CFR 
Directed Subcontracting - Where the Government directs the Prime Contractor to team with a specific subcontractor.  When this occurs 
these dollars are not factored  in to the percentage of work requirements  in accordance with FAR 52.219-14.  These instances are considered 
other direct costs.

HUBZone Small Businesses shall submit bi-annual reports, which document the percentage of work performed per FAR 52.219-14 Limitations on Subcontracting.  
The contractor shall ensure that its subcontractor(s) agree to submit reports (if required), enabling them to capture the data required for reporting purposes.


	Base Years
	Option Years

